Frameless Glass
Installation Guide
Attaching your Aquavision Glass onto your Fixing Kit
Once you have installed your LCD into the Fixing Kit, the final step is to add the Glass.
1.

Clean the inside of the glass and front of the LCD screen thoroughly, ensuring that the metal surround is clean and
free from any plaster, grout, building residue, etc. This will affect the Aquavision’s waterproofing properties.

2. Holding the edges of the glass, line up the glass brackets with the metal hooks/tabs located on the inside edge of
the fixing kit. Once aligned the glass should slide backwards by 5mm, you may need to push firmly to ensure that
you compress the foam on the rear of the glass. Next slide the glass down roughly 10mm. You will feel it lock into
place if the above has been done correctly.
NOTE: If you have trouble with step 3 check the following:
• Ensure you have not over tightened the screws used to secure the fixing kit. If they are over tightened it can cause the box to warp, this will
prevent the brackets on the glass and hooks on the fixing kit lining up.
• Check the cut out for the fixing kit is not too big. If this is the case the fixing screws will pull the fixing kit frame sideways affecting the bracket
and hook alignment. You may need to pack the hole out to prevent this.
• If you are confident the fixing kit isn’t warped, you may need to slightly bend the hooks on the inside of the fixing kit toward the middle of the
box by 1mm using pin nosed pliers

3.

Power up your Aquavision TV and ensure the viewing window of the LCD matches that of the glass viewing window.
The TV may need to be moved up or down slightly to ensure the IR Board LED and LCD sit centrally within their
retrospective viewing windows. If it needs adjustment remove the glass and adjust accordingly. Once you are happy
with the LCD positioning re-fit the glass.

4.

Once you are happy the TV is working correctly, and all of your selected inputs are working you must silicone the
glass into place. Apply a generous bead of good quality clear silicone all the way around the glass ensuring there
are no gaps or bubbles. Wipe away any excess silicone.
NOTE: Failure to silicone the glass will mean that your TV is not waterproof. Any television that is water damaged
will not be covered under your warranty.

5. When you are completely happy you have a waterproof seal, leave 48 hours for the silicone to dry before use. You
should regularly check the soundness of this joint and rectify as necessary. It is the responsibility of the installer/
customer to make sure that the Aquavision unit is installed and sealed correctly; your guarantee will be void if any
problems are caused through installation faults or poor sealing. After any maintenance, you will need to completely
clean the old silicone off and re-seal as stated above.
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